WE ARE
HERE!

Hearing Loss is very gradual and you
may not realise you have a problem until
family or friends comment about it.
Once damage has occurred to your
hearing, you cannot regain that hearing
back. Hearing loss is very real and very
permanent. Hearing aids can help aid
the damage but will never return your
hearing back to “normal”

Hearing Aids

Hearing Tests

Custom Ear Plugs

MAIN HEARING CLINIC
3/1 Cnr Springwood Rd
and Pannikin Street
ROCHEDALE SOUTH

VISITING SITES
Calamvale
Windaroo
Regents Park
Waterford West
Springfield Lakes
A.B.N. 13 418 817 155

In our society hearing loss is occurring
in younger ages, due to the noise
exposure through work, car stereos,
personal stereos, and loud music in
general.

Phone: 3841 3764
Fax: 3841 3147

www.allearsinhearing.com.au
info@allearsinhearing.com.au

MEET OUR FRIENDLY STAFF

CUSTOM
EAR PLUGS

Noise/Solid Hearing
Protection
These plugs are suitable and recommended
for workers or people who are exposed to
constant high levels of noise. The plugs will
block out a maximum of 40dB. To achieve
the highest level of protection, a combination
of the custom noise plugs and earmuffs are
recommended.

Sleeping Plugs
For those who have trouble sleeping, custom
sleeping plugs are available.
The plugs will reduce up to 30dB of noise.
The plugs are alot more comfortable and
streamline than the solid noise plugs.

Ears and Hearing
Hearing loss is not an age related problem
anymore. Hearing loss and hearing damage
can occur to anyone no matter the age.
Unfortunately once our hearing is lost,
it cannot repair itself, even by means of
medications or surgery.
Today more than ever, we are exposed to a
variety sounds, some harmful. We cannot
hide from noise, it’s everywhere. But we can
protect our hearing.
At ALL EARS IN HEARING we have custom
hearing protection for everyone, every use
and every occasion!
All earplugs are custom made to your ears
and come with a protective carry case.
Earplugs are available in a wide variety of
colors including glitter or sparkles.

Swimmers Earplugs
Musicians Earplugs
The plugs are designed for musicians, sound
engineers, bar staff etc. Music plugs have
a filter that reduces background noise but
still allows speech and music to be heard.
The filters are available in a 10dB, 15dB and
25dB filter. Basically the idea of the plugs
is that sound heard with the filtered ear
plugs, has the same quality of sound as the
original, just quieter and without losing any
important music or speech cues.

Not all plugs are designed to reduce or
block out noise. Swim plugs are available to
prevent water entering the ear canal. Ideal
for people with grommets or middle ear
infections. Swim plugs are suitable for both
adults and children

Communication Earpiece
These plugs are specially designed to be
used in conjunction with earphones such as
MP3 players, Ipods and hands free mobile
phone kits...

